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Createspace, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The story begins on a train held up by a
storm. The man, called C., is on a journey into an unknown frontier. He finds a pill in his pocket,
swallows it, and a hallucination begins. In the next scene, C. has a discussion with a prostitute. She
asks him about his hand, which is missing two fingers, and he replies evasively. Next, the story takes
up the Clerk, as C. the child is called. Ignoring his mother s call, Clerk stands over the crib of the
baby who died, lost in dreams of absolute liberation. He meets the Bawa, who is tied to Clerk in a
way he never comes to understand. Gradually, C. s emotional origins are coming into focus. As the
chapters accumulate, piecing together a trauma that created this older man, trapped in a city that
reflects his own sense of isolation. However, as C. has begun to thaw, to become conscious of his
monochromatic world, he is confronted with the stranger of himself. He begins to search of
salvaging himself. In an urban...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is very gripping and intriguing. It is among the most awesome book we have go through. You can expect to like how the author compose
this book.
-- Dr. Malika Bechtelar II-- Dr. Malika Bechtelar II

This ebook might be worthy of a read, and superior to other. It usually does not charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Arch Upton-- Arch Upton
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